How do infants communicate before they have acquired a language? This paper supports the hypothesis that infants possess social–cognitive skills that run deeper than language alone, enabling them to understand others and make themselves understood. I suggested that infants, like adults, use two sources of extralinguistic information to communicate meaningfully and react to and express communicative intentions appropriately. In support, a review of relevant experiments demonstrates, first, that infants use information from preceding shared activities to tailor their comprehension and production of communication. Second, a series of novel findings from our laboratory shows that in the absence of distinguishing information from preceding routines or activities, infants use accompanying characteristics (such as prosody and posture) that mark communicative intentions to extract and transmit meaning. Findings reveal that before infants begin to speak they communicate in meaningful ways by binding preceding and simultaneous multisensory information to a communicative act. These skills are not only a precursor to language, but also an outcome of social–cognitive development and social experience in the first year of life.

1. Introduction

Research into the nature, origins and acquisition of language assumes that linguistic communication rests on some earlier forms of non-linguistic communication. These earlier forms enable the transmission, acquisition and appropriate use of shared linguistic codes in the first place. One way to test this assumption is to ask how infants communicate before they have acquired a language. Infants gesture with their hands, their body, their face and eyes, approach and touch others, make noise and vocalize, long before they begin to speak. Like adults, who gesture along most of the times when they speak [1], infants too use multiple modalities when interacting with others. This suggests that language does not originate in the vocal modality alone [2,3]. The ontogenetic origins of adults’ gesture–speech system have been traced back to the prelinguistic period during which infants systematically couple their prelinguistic visual–gestural and auditory–vocal behaviour [4,5]. However, it has remained less clear whether and how infants interact with others in any meaningful way before they have acquired a language. Engaging in meaningful interactions requires one to understand what others have in mind and react appropriately as well as to express one’s own thoughts successfully to be understood. Accordingly, the ontogenetic argument is not only that infants communicate before they speak, but that they also already have some social–cognitive understanding of what others mean, what they intend, want, see, think and understand [6].

How do infants understand others before they have acquired a language? If language rests on a social–cognitive core of mutual understanding, then the process of mutual understanding in prelinguistic communication should resemble that in linguistic communication. Findings from experimental
pragmatics show that adults infer and transmit meaning from two main sources of extralinguistic information (i.e. outside syntax and semantics). One source is the preceding linguistic discourse and action context that modulate how speakers situate and express a thought, and how recipients interpret utterances [7]. For example, the utterance ‘I am a scientist’ might describe my daily occupation. But given the appropriate context, it could also be used to express refusal to participate in occultism. A second source of information stems from the style in which one expresses an utterance. Accompanying characteristics of utterances such as the prosody, facial expressions or other bodily movements modulate meaning by emphasizing what is relevant (e.g. ‘I am a scientist’ versus ‘I am a scientist’) or expected (e.g. compare the statement ‘It’s really warm’ uttered with a tone of sarcasm versus uttered sincerely) [8].

Do infants use these two sources of extralinguistic information to understand what others mean and have in mind? In this paper, I will first briefly review recent evidence which shows that infants’ production and comprehension of communication are vastly influenced by preceding action contexts. These studies provide a solid basis for the argument that infants understand others based on preceding and embedded shared activities. It is less well understood whether infants understand others exclusively on that basis, or whether infants also understand something about the communicative actions themselves, that is, whether infants have expectations about the form and characteristics of communicative acts independently of meaningful contexts within which they are usually embedded. In the main section of this paper, I therefore address the latter question of whether infants understand communicative acts based on characteristics alone. This source of information is especially important when information from preceding action contexts is lacking or does not sufficiently distinguish meaning, a situation that infants face quite often. A less situational understanding of communicative acts might perhaps signal a first step towards form–meaning relations, as required for word learning.

In addressing the latter question, I summarize novel findings from my laboratory which suggest that before they speak, infants infer others’ social intentions from the characteristics of an act alone, and express their social and referential intentions by marking their communication with different intonations, gesture shapes and modalities.

Because this paper focuses on the cognitive question of how infant communication works, the corresponding age range falls somewhere between the onset of intentional communication at around 10–12 months of age [9] and the onset of two-word combinations towards the end of the second year, when infants begin to rely on language more so than gesture [10] and develop symbolic understanding more fully [11]. The findings also raise developmental questions about the origins of these skills. But the evidence is still scarce, and I therefore limit myself to briefly discussing at the end of each section possibilities that derive from the current approach and findings. As already alluded to, there is much more to say about developmental relations to language acquisition, and the current approach, in fact, builds on theories that treat social cognition and interaction as a necessary foundation for language acquisition, and on numerous findings that reveal developmental relations between infants’ communicative behaviours and language acquisition. To name a few, infants’ gestures and shared activities are longitudinally related to their word learning [9,12,13], beginning syntax [10] and vocabulary at 5 years of age [14]; children with autism who never fully develop language also do not point or engage in non-verbal shared activities to begin with [15] and infants’ interaction is longitudinally related to children’s talking about others’ mental states at 4 years [16]. The question that has remained, however, is how infant communication actually works, that is, how infants communicate and make meaning before they use language in earnest. It is this question I return to in the following sections.

2. Infants’ use of preceding action contexts

Over the past decade, research has converged to show that infants in the second year of life interpret others’ communicative actions flexibly, depending on the concurrent and preceding action contexts in which they occur. These findings are closely linked to a recent body of literature suggesting ‘theory of mind’ understanding in infancy (for a review, see [17]). Here, I summarize key experimental findings to briefly illustrate how infants use shared action contexts in their comprehension and production of communication. All these experiments are carefully controlled, usually including several control conditions, and they manipulate the shared background within which communication takes place.

(a) Comprehension

First, imitation studies showed that 18-month-olds copy from one and the same communicative action demonstration either specific aspects of the style or the outcome depending on what the actor has previously presented as relevant or new. For example, when it was demonstrated that a mouse hopped into a house, but the outcome of the mouse in the house had been communicated previously, infants focused more on imitating the action style (hopping) than the outcome alone, suggesting sensitivity to communicative relevance [18]. Further studies tested infants’ comprehension of ambiguous requests. In those studies, at the moment of test it was ambiguous to what in an array of items an adult’s request referred. Different preceding shared action contexts allowed for different interpretations of the referent. Findings from a variety of methods were that 12–14-month-olds infer different referents depending on what the adult has done or seen before, i.e. whether the requester had expressed a preference for one object, had not yet seen one object or had just lost an object [19–22].

Perhaps most interesting in this respect are pointing gestures, because pointing itself only directs attention to a region in space, but leaves open the question to what the pointer refers (the referential intention) and why he refers to it (the motive or social intention) [23]. In one study [24], an experimenter pointed to one of two boxes, each containing a hidden toy, to request it from infants. Seventeen-month-olds had no problem inferring that the point to the opaque box referred to the object inside (and not to the box itself; for similar results with 12-month-olds, see [25]). However, when the objects were swapped unbeknownst to the experimenter, and she then pointed to a box, infants apparently inferred the object she had in mind, namely the one that was now in the other box, and offered that object. The reviewed findings thus reveal infants’ flexible understanding of reference. However, infants also interpret flexibly why
someone points to an otherwise identifiable referent. For example, 18-month-olds may interpret a point to a puzzle piece as a directive to complete the puzzle; or as a directive to clear away the puzzle piece, depending on whether they have previously interacted with the pointer about the puzzle or a clearing activity [26].

(b) Production

Similar to infants' flexibility in interpreting others' communicative acts, infants also initiate communication flexibly, depending on the recipients' current and past actions and perception. For example, 12-month-olds will point to an interesting event to initiate an interaction depending on the recipients' present and past attentional states [27,28], his interest in the events [29] and her preferences about specific kinds of objects [30]. Eighteen- to 24-month-olds, and in some circumstances also 12-month-olds, even intervene flexibly in anticipation of the success or failure of an actor's expected instrumental action that has not taken place yet [31–33]. In the latter studies, an experimenter acted in accordance with outdated information about reality, resulting in mistaken actions. For example, after an unseen object transposition, she would search in a wrong place; or touch something she wanted to avoid. No responses were elicited from infants. However, infants apparently anticipated these 'mini-disasters' spontaneously and intervened to correct or warn the adult by pointing out the relevant missing information before she would commit the mistake. Importantly, infants did this only in conditions when the new information was relevant to both the actor's motivational and her epistemic states.

(c) Summary and developmental outlook

The experimental manipulations all converge to show that, from around 12 months of age, infants begin to engage in a seemingly adult version of mind-reading when communicating with others, regarding both comprehension and production. They infer what others communicate about, and why, and they flexibly situate their own actions in meaningful ways considering what others want, see or think. What infants are doing in these communicative situations is to flexibly predict the behaviour of others—the essence of a 'theory of mind', see [17]—by binding action-relevant information from preceding action contexts to the communicative act.

Still, little is known about the emergence of these skills. One thing to note is the apparent absence of experimental studies that manipulate preceding shared action contexts before 12 months of age, perhaps because infants' communicative means are more limited at that age. While one view emphasizes the change towards the end of the first year as revolutionary and an evolutionary adaptation unique to our species [6], ontogenetic findings may also suggest more gradual development over the first year of life [17], which starts out with simple action expectations about common actions (e.g. being picked up at four months [34]), testing of actions contingent to one's own actions (around three months; [35]), and expectations about others' object-directedness and line of regard [36]. In this respect, communicative means in the first year of life arise from simple action expectations within social situations. The use of shared action contexts for meaningful communication emerges through further communicative experience and action understanding. Consistent with this view, infants' skills appear to consolidate in the first half of the second year, with some of the reviewed studies suggesting more competence in 18- compared with 12-month-olds. However, one should note that task demands vary substantially between these studies, and that several studies reveal a clear influence of shared action contexts on communication already at 12 months of age. More studies are needed to understand the role of shared action contexts before 12 months of age.

3. Infants' use of act-accompanying characteristics

The reviewed findings in §2 have shown that one-year-olds communicate meaningfully by relying on a background of shared action contexts. What has remained less clear is what infants actually understood about the communicative signals themselves. This is the same problem when estimating word comprehension from everyday interactions, because words are rarely uttered out of context, and so infants may sometimes appear good at comprehending verbal messages simply because the shared or recurring social situations are meaningful on their own. Looking at the reviewed studies, it is entirely possible that infants responded to the shared contextual situations alone rather than to the gesture itself. For example, in response to a searching adult, 12-month-olds provided information [22], but given enough preceding action-relevant information, they provided the information even without any solicitation [31–33]. Indeed, it would seem plausible that infants sometimes offer an object to an adult just like that, for example when it has just fallen down, or is new to the adult, or has changed locations unbeknownst to the adult. Perhaps they will do so more after an ostensive look, but certainly without always having to see the adult communicate her intention explicitly with a reach, or a palm-up beg, or a point.

The question is thus whether infants can also infer others' intentions from the communicative act alone. To test this, one needs paradigms that exclude or control for conclusive shared action contexts. If infants had some understanding of others' communication that was less situational, then this would help infants engage in a broader range of interactions given that a shared action context is often minimal or difficult to construct for infants. Social—cognitively, it would show that infants have a more abstracted understanding of the meaning of a communicative act itself, perhaps signalling a first step towards form—meaning relations, as required for word learning.

Given that communication is multimodal, encompassing gesture, vocalizations, prosody, facial expressions and so forth, infants might use multiple sources of information that accompany a communicative act to infer its meaning. A number of studies have recognized and investigated the role of multimodality in infants' word learning. In spoken languages, word learning most often requires crossing from the auditory to the visual modality to establish the link between word and referent. Several studies show that inter-sensory redundancies facilitate word learning [37], that caregivers structure infants' attention through visible ostensive acts, such as moving an object, touching or placing it, and naturally through distinct prosodic characteristics of the voice ([38,39] among others). All these multimodal cues help one-year-olds to associate an object with its label (usually assessed in fast mapping paradigms). Curiously, when the label itself is multimodal and consists of a spoken
word and a visual sign, and infants’ mapping is later tested on the unimodal dimension of the label, 15-month-olds are better with the spoken than the visual label, suggesting that when given the choice it is easier to map a visual referent to an auditory label than to a visual label [40]. While most of these studies are specific to word learning, they do not speak to the question of whether infants use different accompanying characteristics of a non-verbal act to narrow down its referent. To date, one recent study suggests that 2–3-year-olds understand the markedness of a communicative act when inferring the intended referent [41]. It is unknown whether infants also use markedness to infer the social intentions underlying a communicative act. Further, very little is known about how infants themselves might use act-accompanying characteristics to mark their own social intentions or narrow down a referent. This would seem especially relevant considering that infants mostly communicate with deictic gestures, such as pointing, which do not carry any meaning in themselves. In support, a recent study reveals that 4-month-old infants flexibly produce the same vocalizations with different types of facial affect, and apparently in different situations, suggesting that these facial accompaniments allow for different inferences and distinguish meaning, although the intentional use has not been established at this early age [42]. In §3a–c, I present novel findings that speak to these issues, first with regard to infants’ comprehension, then production.

(a) Comprehension

Together with Nuria Esteve-Gilbert and Pilar Prieto, we have recently conducted a number of experiments to investigate whether characteristics such as prosody and gesture shape help infants comprehend others’ communicative intentions. In a first study [43], we asked whether parents naturally accompany their attention-directing acts for infants with distinct characteristics that convey distinct meanings. Establishing these differences in infants’ input is a first step in further investigating whether infants may use this information in comprehension. Nuria visited parents at home (n = 9) and invited them to engage their infants (mean age: 13 months) in three types of play scenarios based on the three types of motives underlying prelinguistic communication (expressive, imperative and informative intentions; see [16]). In the request game, parents were instructed to ask their infants to give them an out-of-reach toy in the course of stacking toys together. In the search game, parents were asked to inform the infant of a hidden toy under one of two cushions. In the sharing game, parents were told to share interest with their infants in new pictures that appeared on a screen. Crucially, the instructions did not mention how parents should achieve these goals. In about 10 repetitions of each game, we measured whether parents used attention-directing gestures, the form of the gestures, prosodic characteristics such as pitch range, syllable duration and intonation contours, and word types accompanying a gesture (noun, verb, locative and pronoun).

The main findings were that parents mostly used speech–gesture combinations (about 70%), and that their acts were statistically significantly distinct in each play scenario across the parameters we measured. Parents clearly marked their social intentions with distinct prosodic characteristics and gesture shapes, which thus added distinct information to the information from the shared game activities. For example, in the request game, parents predominantly used a palm-up pointing gesture, whereas they mostly used the extended index finger in the other two games. Parents rarely used the palm-down pointing gesture, which infants often use in imperative situations (see also §3b). In the sharing game, the pitch range was the widest and the syllable duration the longest; in the search game, the pitch range was the smallest and in the request game, the syllable duration was the shortest. The two most frequent intonation contours (out of six analysed) in each game also patterned significantly differently from each other, and the word types coinciding with the gestures differed according to the underlying intentions, with mostly nouns in the sharing game, mostly verbs in the request game and mostly locatives in the search game. Pronouns were rare but occurred exclusively in the request game.

Infants responded mostly appropriately in these situations. However, the situations could not be controlled as carefully as in a laboratory, including imbalances in the position of referents and distractions from the home environment. Further, information from accompanying characteristics was confounded with information from the accompanying shared action scenarios. In a follow-up, we therefore took the paradigm to the laboratory to better control for the differences in the spatial layouts, the distances to referents, etc. [44]. Crucially, we wanted to know whether infants would react appropriately to parents’ natural marking of intentions when the shared action context did not provide any additional clues to discern what parents meant. To this end, we used the same action context across conditions and made sure that the information from the action context alone was minimal and remained ambiguous to interpreting the communicative act. We tested eighteen 12-month-olds. Infants sat 90° to their parents at a table. Opposite the parents sat an experimenter hidden behind an occluder. At certain moments in the procedure (eight trials), she slid a stick with a plate at its edge over the table, so that it would stop on the infants’ side opposite from the side where the parent sat. Infants and parents engaged in a task-irrelevant staple or bead game for most of the time and so usually did not see the plate arriving. On the plate was an upside-down cake cup of a different colour on each trial (figure 1). Parents had been assigned to different groups and had been
instructed on a general level either (i) to express their interest in the newly appeared cup; (ii) to request the cup or (iii) to inform about a hidden sticker under the cup. As in the previous study, they were not told how to realize the task. We measured whether infants would mainly attend to the cup; offer the cup; or remove the cup in order to look at the hidden sticker (or explore the stick or cup intensely). If infants understood something from the communicative act, we expected infants to offer the cup more in the requestive than the other two contexts; to attend (and point, smile or otherwise express interest) to the cup more in the expressive than in the other two contexts. A reliability coding established high agreement across our measures.

The main findings confirmed our prediction. Apart from a general tendency to attend to the cup in all conditions, infants behaved in a statistically significantly different manner across conditions following the expected pattern. They offered the cup more in the requestive than in the other two contexts; they explored the sticker more in the informative than the other two contexts; and they attended to the cup more in the expressive than in the other two contexts. This finding reveals that infants at 12 month of age comprehend an adult’s social intentions on the basis of varying characteristics of the communicative act alone, irrespective of a task-specific shared activity (recall that the activity and environmental situation were the same across conditions). We replicated this finding in a second experiment in which we controlled in addition for the semantic content and substituted the parent with a trained experimenter. She copied the main characteristics of parents’ acts, but she said the exact same words across the three conditions. This was of course a more stringent test on infants’ understanding, because the information was further reduced by the somewhat more artificial act. However, results revealed the same expected pattern, replicating the previous experiment. These findings thus indicate that infants extract information about an adult’s social intentions from the prosody and gestural features of the act alone, independently of linguistically specified information or a common background of shared activity.

In a third study, Guðmundur Thorgrimsson and I extended the previous questions and asked whether 12-month-olds would make different inferences about distinct gestures and react appropriately also when there were no shared action context, no accompanying language and no other characteristic expressions than the plain gestures in the physical layout of the scene [45]. In the experiment, infants sat at a table opposite an experimenter, and a second experimenter sat perpendicular to the infant–experimenter axis. The first experimenter simply gave infants a toy to explore for a minute, so they could get sufficiently familiar with it. After that, the experimenter retrieved it for a moment, placed it back within infants’ reach either to their left or right side, and then bent down behind an occluder. The object was thus either close to or far from the second experimenter, who sat unengaged to the side. He would then act in one of three ways and extend his hand towards the object (but never touching it). His acts came sort of ‘out of the blue’ (figure 2) and were not embedded in a specific ongoing shared activity and not accompanied by distinct language or vocalizations. We were interested in three types of hand shapes: cupped palm-down hand (‘reach’); cupped palm-up hand (‘beg’); and extended index finger (‘point’).

While information-processing studies show that infants understand an extended palm-down hand as a goal-directed act [36], infants rarely experience this gesture in interaction (see above), so that we were interested in whether infants would use this understanding to react appropriately by offering an object in response. To this end, as in the processing studies, we did not add any ostensive looks or expressions of effort to the palm-down gesture. Regarding the palm-up gesture, the action schema is non-functional in retrieving an object instrumentally, and so its meaning is not simply available through hand–object associations, as in instrumental action understanding. Infants also rarely, if ever, use the gesture themselves (they request with palm-down reaching or pointing), and so understanding the palm-up gesture cannot originate from infants’ own actions (as in accounts of reaching; see [46]) but rather from communicative exchanges, where infants infer the satisfying conditions of the act by complementing rather than imitating it. Finally, regarding the extended index finger, 12-month-olds know that it directs attention to relevant things in the world. But do they also represent the different reasons why adults may point, and would they search for the most appropriate one by resorting to rationality assumptions (see [47])? If so, we expected infants to apply two possible interpretations. When the object was out of reach, they might construe the point more often as a request, but when the object was close to the pointer, they should construe it more often as an invitation to attend together to the object; see also [48]. In all three conditions, we measured reliably how often infants would offer the object to the experimenter. We also administered a no-action condition to control for infants’ natural tendency to offer objects to others in this specific context.

The main findings were that infants offered the object in response to both the cupped palm-down hand and cupped palm-up hand significantly more often than in the control condition. In response to the extended index finger, they offered the object more often when the object was distal, but not when it was close to the pointer. These findings suggest that 12-month-olds do not always need preceding or ongoing activity, nor additional prosodic cues, such as...
signs of effort, desire or interest, to interpret and react appropriately to others’ communication. Instead, by 12 months of age, infants appear to have abstracted some meaning underlying the gestural forms of attention-directing acts. In addition, in arbitrary cases such as pointing, when alternative interpretations are possible, they appear to choose flexibly between interpretations on the basis of the physical layout and rationality assumptions.

(b) Production

Given that infants infer the meaning of gestures from the style of an act alone—that is from gestural forms and accompanying prosodic characteristics—do infants also express their intentions distinctly, for example by using different prosodic characteristics, or hand shapes, or different modalities in a supplementary way? In a first experimental study, Grünloh & Liszkowski [49] elicited with previously established laboratory procedures expressive, requestive and informative pointing (see [23]). In a within-subjects design (n = 14), 14-month-olds pointed to puppets that appeared at a distance; to wind-up toys they wanted to obtain; or to offer items that an adult had just lost and was looking for.

We measured characteristics of accompanying vocalizations, such as speech-resemblance (consonant–vowel combinations), intonation patterns (rise, fall, flat) and intensity, and the shape of the hand (open hand versus index finger).

Our main findings were that infants’ expressive and informative points had similar characteristics, whereas they were significantly distinct from requestive points in all other parameters we measured. Particularly, requestive points more often adopted an open hand shape, and the accompanying vocalizations a flat intonation, higher intensity and overall fewer speech-like characteristics. In a second experiment, we addressed the question of whether the request features were in fact simply signs of infants’ attempts actually to reach for a toy on a table, rather than truly communicative signals. We increased the distance of the referent and matched it to that in the informative condition (about 2 m away). We reasoned that if infants indeed mark their intention to request the distal item, the open hand shape should still appear more often than in the informative condition.

Further, in the requestive condition, those points with an index finger should still be accompanied by the request-typical vocal characteristics, to distinguish them from the informative points. The results confirmed our previous findings, even when the distances to referents were equated, and even when analysing accompaniments of index finger points only. Infants thus appear to mark their expressions of desire (how they want the world to be) differently from their expressions of information (how they see the world). Motivational distinctions within the latter category (e.g. help versus share interest) appear to be better determined by the interactional contexts than by the accompanying characteristics we measured.

Marking an imperative motive in essence seems necessary, because the point in itself only directs attention. Infants often point to something ‘out of the blue’, and if they do not simply want the adult to look at it (the first interpretation of pointing) but in addition want her to give the object, they need to convey this additional part of the message. Our findings show that infants do just this—not only do they direct a person’s attention in the hope that she will figure out why; in addition, they mark their intention with distinct expressions in order to be understood. At 12 months, infants thus have expectations about how a recipient understands and reacts to their own communicative acts.

Given that infants appear to mark their social intentions when pointing, a next question is whether they also discern the referent they have in mind through distinct features of the act. One possibility is that infants use different modalities to emphasize different aspects of reference. The alternative could be that they use the modalities redundantly to augment their reference. In previous work, we had approached this question from the latter perspective. We had asked whether infants use different modalities redundantly and would substitute one with the other. For example, when ambient noise is too loud for habitual speech, adults often resort to visual gestures. When a recipient cannot see a gesture, would infants instead vocalize more? Our findings suggest the opposite [50]. We elicited pointing to puppets in 12-month-olds. Sometimes, however, the adult recipient was turned sideways and could not see infants’ pointing. While pointing significantly decreased under these conditions, infants did not increase their vocalizations to substitute pointing. We found a clear increase in vocalizations only when the recipient attended to infants but did not react. In a similar laboratory study, in fulfilment of her master thesis, Patricia Manko replicated the null finding regarding the vocalizations. Twelve-month-olds were tested in the exact same design and procedure as in [50], however, instead of the adult turning to the side, she always looked straight at the infant. There was a Plexiglas barrier between her and the infant, and sometimes she would temporarily cover it with a cloth and not be visible to the infant but otherwise be available. She found again that infants significantly decreased pointing when the gesture could not be seen, and she found again that 12-month-olds did not increase their vocalizations under these conditions of visual occlusion, neither before the point to draw attention to themselves, nor during or after the point to draw attention to the event happening behind the experimenter’s back. One interpretation of these findings certainly is that 12-month-olds need eye contact as a sign of engagement in order to communicate, even when the modality of communication (auditory) does not require it [50]. Another aspect is that spatial indications of referents are presumably better achieved through the visual than through the auditory modality. While the findings thus do not provide support for the idea that infants use their two modalities redundantly, they have recently led us to hypothesize that the two modalities work in a supplementary way. The point could provide reference to relevant spatial locations, and the vocalizations could add information about the referent object indicated at a spatial location. For example, slightly older infants distribute their referential expressions across modalities when they combine words and points in a supplementary way (e.g. point to cup and say mummy; [13]).

(c) Summary and developmental outlook

The new findings on comprehension and production in this section clarify in important ways how infants understand others and make themselves understood. Extending previous research which had demonstrated that infants flexibly interpret and use communication within shared action contexts, our novel findings show that infants also
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understand something about the act itself and can use this information both to comprehend others’ communicative intentions and make their own intentions understood. They do so by binding concurrent multimodal information into a coherent act, and relate it to communicative expectations specific to the form of the act. These skills are necessary in developing a meaningful use of language, and the findings of a developmental primacy support the view that prelinguistic communication runs on a language-ready cognitive infrastructure.

Some caution is in place when interpreting how deep an understanding based on characteristics alone can be, and whether it should be seen as a starting point or instead as an early achievement of communication. As we have seen in §2, when the communicative act is the same infants still differentiate interpretations based on the preceding action contexts, which shows that the preceding action contexts carry more information than available from the act itself. This is precisely why a behavioural coding approach, which assumes that meaning resides in fine-tuned simple associations with a multitude of unique behavioural forms, has been rejected in language sciences in favour of inferential intention-reading models [51]. Developmentally, the specific intonation patterns infants understood from adults were not simple primary emotional displays with inherited evolutionary signal values, but instead language-specific characteristics, which thus challenges the notion of an immediately available meaning of these signals. Further, the characteristics that infants used did not match those they observed, confirming that adult characteristics are not available from the beginning but must develop somehow (for example, parents rarely requested with the palm down gesture or a flat intonation). However, in order to develop comprehension of an act on the basis of its characteristics alone, infants must first develop some expectations about the act itself. This implies a developmental primacy of information from shared action contexts within which characteristics are first introduced.

The developmental processes may be different for comprehension and production. At 12 months, infants do not fully produce the characteristics that adults use, suggesting that their production does not rely on imitation but on processes of ontogenetic ritualization whereby infants come to use individual behaviour patterns in the service of signalling their underlying intentions [6,52]. Ritualization yields a more limited range of characteristics with closer resemblance to primary emotional–affective expressions and behaviour. Our findings of flat intonation and open hand shape for requests, as well as a lack of differentiation in the characteristics accompanying expressive–declarative and informative–declarative acts, are in line with this view. Infants acquire linguistic characteristics of prosody somewhat later through imitation. The necessary requirement for this is to comprehend the meaning of prosodic characteristics in the first place, and our findings show that this is the case at 12 months of age. Findings from comprehension thus support the view of a developmental achievement, suggesting that by 12 months of age infants have developed a more abstracted understanding of communicative acts, providing a foundation for the acquisition of form–meaning relations in word learning and learning of language-specific prosody. Findings from production then reveal that infants are motivated to express their intentions already before they have acquired conventional or socially common means by using the individual behaviours available to them in the service of communication.

4. Communication before language

Infants communicate through multiple modalities long before they can speak. The question has been to what extent this communication is meaningful. Do infants understand others’ communicative actions and do they act to make themselves understood? Recent eye-tracking and electroencephalography results suggest that infants comprehend spoken words already earlier than previously assumed, beginning at around six to nine months [53,54], which perhaps questions whether infants are ‘pre’-linguistic at all. However, communicating in meaningful ways goes beyond these impressive associative abilities. As in linguistic communication, the task is no less trivial for infants: they have to understand—and make others understand—about what one communicates (including reference to parts and aspects); and why one does so (motive). Experimental results show that infants exhibit a remarkable flexibility in the way they comprehend and produce communication. As we have seen, they respond to and use one and the same action differently, depending on the preceding action contexts. And when the preceding action contexts are the same across situations, they differently interpret distinctly marked, but otherwise similar behaviour. And when both sources of information are the same across situations, they may still arrive at different interpretations based on the spatial layout and assumptions of communicative rationality. Further, they distinctly mark their otherwise similar pointing acts to distinguish what they intend, and use different modalities to augment their reference. Together, these empirical findings strongly signify against rigid fixed behaviour–context associations. Instead, they support the argument that infants have a social–cognitive understanding enabling meaningful communication that runs deeper than language alone. The origins of infants’ communicative skills are less clear. Recent correlational, cross-cultural and training studies find both social–cognitive and social–interactional factors influencing the emergence of gestural communication, in particular pointing [55–57].

This paper shows that infants, like adults, use two main sources of extralinguistic information to communicate meaningfully. The information stems from the surrounding shared action context of an act and from its accompanying specific characteristics. Naturally, this information co-occurs. It is currently unknown what the relative contributions of each source to mutual understanding are, and whether one source is primary in development. Plausibly, expressing or inferring meaning through accompanying characteristics alone is more limited in scope than doing this on the basis of preceding shared action contexts, or both. One possibility is that the meaning of characteristics mostly derives from their use in social contexts. The finding that infants understand and create meaning from form alone perhaps indicates an early sensitivity and a forerunner to form–meaning relations as required for word learning. It is also conceivable that some characteristics such as primary emotions render themselves obvious without much need for having to be introduced through a common ground (for a conceptual discussion, see [8]). The precise mechanisms explaining how infants extract and sequentially bind preceding action–context information
to subsequent action information; how they integrate multisensory action information and how they integrate sequential and simultaneous sources of action information remain to be shown [58]. Current findings attest that infant communication is not just a precursor to linguistic communication, but a meaningful form of human communication that should be treated as an outcome of cognitive development and social–interactional experiences in the first year of life.
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